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Abstract11
We introduce PyRIS an automated, process-based software for extracting ex-
tensive meandering and anabranching river morphodynamics from multitempo-
ral satellite imagery, including a unique ability to quantify river bars dynamic.
PyRIS provides three main computations: (i) detection of planform centerline
including complex river patterns, (ii) computation of migration vectors between
subsequent centerlines, and (iii) analysis of sediment bars dynamics. PyRIS was
validated against several test cases in the Amazon River basin, specifically i) main
channel extraction from the anabranching Amazon river, ii) migration analysis
following a large cutoff on the Ucayali River and iii) detection of sediment bar
migration on the Xingu River. Tests prove the capability of PyRIS to detect the
main channel in anabranching structures and chute cutoffs. PyRIS can extract
extensive morphodynamic information with unprecedented automation levels and
reasonable computational effort (5 hours for 28 Landsat images of a 240km reach
of the Xingu River on a 3.20GHz Intel).
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1. Introduction14
Traditionally, the planform evolution of river meanders has been studied15
through analytical models (Ikeda et al., 1981; Johannesson & Parker, 1989; Sem-16
inara et al., 2001), field data (Leopold & Wolman, 1960; Lewin, 1972; van den17
Berg, 1995; Brewer & Lewin, 1998; Lewin & Brewer, 2001; Hooke, 2007; Hooke18
& Yorke, 2011) and numerical models (Howard, 1992; Sun et al., 1996; Asahi19
et al., 2013; Eke et al., 2014a). Only recently has the power of modern com-20
puters and the availability of geospatial imagery made it possible for researchers21
to investigate meander morphodynamics from remotely sensed data. In this pa-22
per we present a process-based software, PyRIS (Python–RIvers from Satellite),23
which allows for automated extraction of information on meander morphody-24
namics from multispectral remotely sensed data, by isolating individual physical25
processes occurring in evolving meander bends.26
In the following sections, we provide some fundamental background on mean-27
dering river morphodynamics and then discuss the state of art of remote sensing28
applications in this research field.29
1.1. A brief overview on river meander morphodynamics30
Meandering is one of the most intriguing and highly dynamic processes occur-31
ring in alluvial riverine environments. The process of meandering occurs as freely32
evolving rivers with curvilinear planforms wander through their floodplains, carv-33
ing the landscape and reworking its sediments through the mechanisms of river34
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bank erosion and accretion (Edwards & Smith, 2002; Hooke et al., 2011; Hooke,35
2003; Leopold & Wolman, 1960; Seminara, 2006). Eventually meandering rivers36
encounter planform constraints such as bedrock, valley sides or anthropogenic37
structures which condition their planform development. Large-scale sediment38
bedforms called point bars usually develop at the inner banks of meander bends39
(point bars), gently connecting the floodplain with the river bed (Kasvi et al.,40
2013; Legleiter et al., 2011; Nanson & Hickin, 1983). A steeper slope connects41
the channel bed to the outer, eroding bank of meander bends, where the flow42
depth is generally higher, as well as the streamwise velocity (Eke, 2013; Mos-43
selman, 1998). Experimental, analytical and numerical modeling (Kinoshita &44
Miwa, 1974; Schuurman et al., 2016; Tubino & Seminara, 1990) indicate that un-45
ders some conditinos point bars can coexist with alternate migrating bars, which46
can be viewed as river bed topography waves with scour and deposition patterns47
that alternate streamwise and spanwise at opposite banks. Alternate bars are48
shorter in length and migrate downstream whereas point bars do not (Blondeaux49
& Seminara, 1985; Colombini et al., 1987; Tubino, 1991).50
The analysis of sediment bar dynamics in real meandering rivers has received51
relatively little attention in the past decades compared to their planform dynam-52
ics, for which a large body of theoretical and modelling work has been developed53
(e.g., Zolezzi et al. 2012). However, recent works started addressing the impor-54
tance of sediment bars in a wide range of morphodynamic studies focused on55
real rivers, including effects of massive deforestation on sediment dynamics in56
the Amazon (Latrubesse et al., 2009), influence of point bar development on57
the mechanisms of meander migration (Eke et al., 2014b; Hooke & Yorke, 2011;58
van de Lageweg et al., 2014), effects of mid-channel bar development on planform59
stability and structure of meandering rivers (Luchi et al., 2010a,b), and alternate60
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bar dynamics in channelised reaches (Adami et al., 2016). Field-based reconstruc-61
tions of sediment bar dynamics were proposed by Brewer et al. (2000); Gittins62
(2004) and the impact of sediment bars on river management was analyzed by63
O’Callaghan et al. (2013).64
Figure 1: Illustrative examples of river patterns. (a) False color map of the meandering Rio
Huallaga (Brazil) with chutes. Abandoned meanders (cutoff residuals or oxbow lakes) provide
evidence of morphological activity and planform development (Landsat false color composite
based on LT05 L1TP 007064 20000730 20161213 01 T1 B(5,4,3).TIF image layers). (b) False
color map of the anabranching Amazon River (Brazil, Landsat infrared composite based on
LT05 L1TP 003062 20010721 20161211 T1 B(5,4,3).TIF image layers).
Meander bends undergo temporal amplification and translation (Eke et al.,65
2014a; Güneralp & Rhoads, 2009, 2011; Seminara et al., 2001), deformation (Ki-66
noshita, 1961; Schwenk et al., 2015; Seminara et al., 2001) and eventually cutoff67
processes (Hooke, 2004; Schwenk & Foufoula-Georgiou, 2016) when they grow68
enough to cut themselves out (neck cutoff, e.g Camporeale et al. (2008), see69
also figure 1a) or when they are overridden by secondary channels (chute cutoff,70
e.g. Constantine et al. 2009; Kasvi et al. 2013; Kleinhans & van den Berg 2011).71
A spatially-distributed indicator of meander planform dynamics is the local mi-72
gration rate, which represents the local rate of movement of the river centerline73
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and corresponds to the average between the local rate of erosion of the retreating74
bank and the local rate of accretion of the advancing one (Eke et al., 2014a,b).75
Meandering rivers are commonly viewed as single-thread fluvial patterns,76
though several transitional styles of meandering actually exist, characterised by77
the presence of secondary and multiple channels (Figure 1b). Some of the pro-78
cesses described earlier are of particular interest for large meandering rivers. In79
this study, we also focus on large rivers in the evaluation of PyRIS due to the80
lack of high spatial resolution data on small rivers spanning long time scales.81
In particular, chute cutoffs are one of the dinstinctive characteristics of large82
active meandering rivers, whereby secondary, chute channels form and connect83
the upstream and downstram ends of a meander bend thorugh shorter paths84
that eventually become the main channel after flooding events (Constantine85
et al., 2010). These transitional meanders may present some similarities with86
anabranching river systems typical of the largest rivers on Earth like the Ama-87
zon river (Latrubesse, 2008), where the main channel splits into multiple sinuous88
branches which merge together repeatedly in space. The larger a meandering89
river, the more frequently an anabranching structure is apparent. In fact, the90
largest rivers on earth are mostly anabraching (Latrubesse, 2008). In contrast to91
many meandering rivers, anabranching channels are relatively stable in time with92
a number of channels oscillating in space due to the presence of semi-permanent93
vegetated islands (Nanson & Knighton, 1996; Carling et al., 2014). The main94
channel displays very low sinuosities (Amos et al., 2008). According to Nanson95
& Knighton (1996) anabranching channels are associated with a flow regime that96
is flood-dominated.97
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1.2. Remote sensing of river meanders98
Most image processing and geospatial analysis tools make it possible to clas-99
sify and analyse the earth surface through pixel-distributed indices that map100
vegetation (Carlson & Riziley, 1997), water (Feyisa et al., 2014; Gao, 1996; Xu,101
2006; Pai & Saraswat, 2013) and lithology (Ninomiya, 2004). The combination of102
such indices allows for identifying river and water boundaries in a semi-automated103
fashion (Güneralp et al., 2013; Güneralp et al., 2014). A number of approaches for104
the extraction of channel centerlines (Fisher et al., 2013; Schwendel et al., 2015;105
Schwenk et al., 2016; Schwenk & Foufoula-Georgiou, 2015) and banks (Güneralp106
et al., 2014; Güneralp et al., 2013; Merwade, 2007; Pavelsky & Smith, 2008; Row-107
land et al., 2016; Schwenk et al., 2016) from river masks has been developed so108
far (tools for the extraction of channel planforms from topography data are also109
available, e.g. Sangireddy et al. 2016). The recently published Rivamap software110
by Isikdogan et al. (2017) facilitates the delineate of river bodies by applying a111
singularity index in a fully automated manner; however, their algorithm breaks112
the connectivity of river reaches, hence it makes it impossible to vectorize the113
channel centerline. Centerline extraction is generally performed by skeletonis-114
ing the channel mask (Fisher et al., 2013; Pavelsky & Smith, 2008) and then115
subsequently vectorising the medial axis pixels from the upstream end to the116
downstream end, provided no multiple channel patterns such as anabranching117
occur in the channel mask, or, in a recently developed approach, by computing118
the shortest path between the planform endpoints (Schwenk et al., 2016).119
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(a)
Figure 2: Illustrative examples of meander migration modes generated by a periodic mathemat-
ical model. (a) Purely downvalley migration. (b) Purely crossvalley migration.
The most common approach in studying the planform evolution of river mean-120
ders is to determine the migration rates and direction of their channel centerline.121
The average channel migration at the reach or subreach scale can be computed by122
the area between two channel centerlines obtained from temporally subsequent123
images divided by their average length (e.g. Constantine et al. 2014; Constantine124
2006; Schwenk et al. 2016; Schwenk & Foufoula-Georgiou 2016). Conversely, local125
river bank erosion and accretion rates can be quantified by computing the mini-126
mum distance transform of two temporally subsequent river banks (Peixoto et al.,127
2009; Rowland et al., 2016; Schwenk et al., 2016). Lauer (2006) implemented a128
centerline-based method for calculating the rates of centerline migration in a GIS129
environment (ArcGIS Channel Planform Statistics toolbox), which is more in-130
herently consistent with the approach used in meander morphodynamic models131
(Seminara et al., 2001). This tool interpolates a sequence of Bèzier curves be-132
tween subsequent channel centerlines and cumulates their orthogonal distances.133
However, such a method fails close to the apexes of meander bends when the134
migration is dominantly downvalley (Figure 2a, see Aalto et al. 2008; Lauer &135
Parker 2008), while generally succeeding where the migration is predominantly136
crossvalley (Figure 2b).137
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1.3. The need for automated extraction of information on river meander mor-138
phodynamics139
There are four main reasons that enhanced better automation in the ex-140
traction of meander morphodynamics information from multispectral remotely141
sensed data is required. First, to date there is no software, to our knowledge,142
that can perform a robust river centerline extraction from multispectral data and143
that is able to automatically detect the centerline of the main channel when the144
channel bifurcates into a main and a secondary channel. Robust extraction is fur-145
ther complicated by the presence of tributaries and abandoned channels which146
are involuntarily incorporated in river masks. On the other hand, difficulty in147
capturing the main flow is enforced by the presence of secondary channels and148
anabranching structures; in the following, we will assume that the main flow149
occurs in the widest channel. Second, river planform migration rates computed150
with existing methods necessitate manual correction as these methods are not151
able to determine the migration rates close to the bend apexes with an accept-152
able accuracy. Third, to our knowledge, the multitemporal analysis of instream153
sediment bar dynamics is still performed through manual procedures by means of154
GIS tools, thus limiting reproducibility. Finally, a systematic feedback between155
models and observation is still limited by the scarcity of comparable data: al-156
though a large quantity of remotely sensed data (e.g., Landsat, Sentinel, MODIS)157
is currently available, such data needs to be processed in a simple and efficient158
way to be suitable for systematic analysis and comparison with increasingly used159
river morphodynamic models.160
The aim of this research is to develop and test a fully automated, process-161
based software (PyRIS) for the extraction of extensive meander morphodynamic162
information from multispectral remotely sensed images through three main steps:163
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(i) river planform centerline extraction, (ii) computation of local centerline mi-164
gration rates and (iii) multitemporal analysis of sediment bar dynamics; PyRIS165
provides a significant improvement on the state of the art by implementing such166
computations in a fully automated and process-based manner.167
1.4. Comparison of PyRIS to currently available software168
PyRIS is a process-based software, in the sense that its implementation is169
strongly based on process-based analytical models that have been developed in170
the last decades. Similarly to the aforementioned Rivmap, PyRIS is specifically171
designed for the morphodynamic analysis of single- and multi-thread meandering172
rivers, but with a different goal: PyRIS aims at providing an easy-to-use tool for173
extensive multitemporal analysis of large datasets. Its utility mainly comes from174
its portability and scalability on different river contexts, and secondarily on the175
preciseness of the algorithm.176
An extensive comparison of morphodynamic analysis engines including a set177
of nine software tools can be viewed in Rowland et al. (2016). Schwenk et al.178
(2016) compared the recent software Rivmap against the most relevant ones in179
the context of river morphodynamics among those cited by Rowland et al. (2016).180
Here we provide a brief overview of the differences between PyRIS and a selection181
of some of the most recently developed software that are relevant to our context.182
Most of the currently available software are written in proprietary programming183
languages such as MATLAB (Rivmap by Schwenk et al. 2016 and ChanGeom by184
Fisher et al. 2013) or IDL (RivWidth by Pavelsky & Smith 2008 or SCREAM by185
Rowland et al. 2016) that make them unavailable except upon license. PyRIS186
is open source as it is written in the Python language and is freely available (see187
section 8.1).188
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PyRIS computes the channel masks directly from remotely sensed data, while189
currently available programs require the channel mask to be computed externally190
by the user; moreover, PyRIS is able to include bare sediment such as emerging191
bars in the channel masks. Rivamap by Isikdogan et al. (2017) can compute192
channel masks from multispectral images but based on a single spectral index193
that contrasts between and water and land (they use the MNDWI – Modified194
Normalized Difference Water Index). The migration rates computed by PyRIS195
are centerline-based and its algorithm is currently the only one allowing to de-196
tect both the magnitude and the direction of migration of each centerline point.197
Finally, PyRIS is the only morphodynamic analysis engine able to detect and198
analyse river bars.199
2. Data200
PyRIS is specifically designed for the Landsat Level1 Product (http://201
landsat.usgs.gov/), from which it can extract river masks by combining the202
spectral bands. However, PyRIS can also perform computations on river masks203
computed externally, hence skipping the mask extraction procedure. An example204
is provided in section 3.3, where the channel planform is extracted from digitized205
historical maps (see Figure 6).206
Landsat Level1 Data Products consist of a wealth of multispectral data, with207
band designations including Visible (RGB), Thermal Infrared (TIR), Near and208
Middle InfraRed (NIR, MIR), Short Wave InfraRed (SWIR) and more. Analysis209
of Landsat archive has been successfully applied in the fluvial context by many210
authors, e.g. Constantine et al. (2014); Henshaw et al. (2013); Schwendel et al.211
(2015); Schwenk et al. (2016). Multitemporal analysis of Landsat data usually212
requires the application of an atmospheric correction to the image frames in order213
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to account for differences in cloud cover and exposition between image frames,214
when shared training data are applied for river detection. PyRIS, however,215
does not require any atmospheric correction since there is no classification where216
training data computed for a particular time frame is applied on other time217
frames (Song et al., 2001): the river planform is detected in each image frame218
individually and independently on the other time frames, hence, athmospheric219
correction is not necessary.220
There are four Landsat types of data, namely221
1. Landsat1–5 MultiSpectral Scanner (MSS): four bands, 60m resolution, 1972–222
1992;223
2. Landsat4–5 Thematic Mapper (TM): 7 bands, 30m resolution, 1982–2012;224
3. Landsat7 Enhanced TM (ETM+): 8 bands, 30m resolution, 1999–to date1;225
4. Landsat8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) and Thermal Infrared Sensor226
(TIRS): 11 bands, 30m resolution, 2013–today.227
PyRIS requires Landsat Data belonging to the set of Landsat4–5 TM, Land-228
sat7 ETM+ and Landsat8 OLI and Landsat8 TIRS for the computation of the229
river masks. PyRIS exploits the fact that some spectral bands have peaks in230
the absorption or reflection for particular types of landcover, such as vegetation231
(NIR), water (MIR) and minerals (SWIR).232
The Landsat data must be preselected and downloaded by the user from the233
USGS’s Earth Explorer website and placed into a single directory where PyRIS234
can iterate over each temporal scan in order to build the multitemporal analysis.235
The preselection should remove scenes where clouds are significantly covering236
the river body, scenes that are poorly georeferenced. Furthermore, from 2003,237
1Data gaps since 2003
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Landsat7 data is unfortunately corrupted by the presence of transverse no-data238
stripes over each band. Such products are marked as SLC-off. PyRIS provides239
an automatic workaround that consists in applying a greyscale closing operation240
to each of these bands. However, we recommend not to use the SLC-off products241
with PyRIS since the results would be strongly approximated in correspondence242
of no-data stripes. When the domain of interest spans on more Landsat scenes,243
PyRIS allows to automatically merge the scenes to cover the whole domain.244
Finally, the choice of Landsat as the standard input data poses an intrinsic limit245
to the spatial scale of rivers that can be processed through PyRIS: since the246
spatial resolution of Landsat bands on which PyRIS operates is 30m, the range247
of applicability consists of “large” rivers, for which an acceptable error could be248
achieved. For instance, in a 300m wide river (ten times pixel resolution) if two249
pixels (one per riverbank) are misclassified, this would yield a 20% error.250
3. Methods251
We illustrate the core methods and algorithms implemented in PyRIS. PyRIS252
is written in the Python language and makes convenient use of the object-oriented253
properties of such language. Several freely-available, non-standard Python li-254
braries are required, namely NumPy (Oliphant, 2006), SciPy (Jones et al., 2001),255
Scikits-Image (Van der Walt et al., 2014) and GDAL (Butler, 2004).256
The sequence of computations provided by PyRIS can be summarized as257
follows: (i) river mask extraction from raw multispectral data; (ii) planform258
extraction from the river mask; (iii) separation of individual meander bends and259
computation of the local centerline migration vectors; (iv) analysis of the sediment260
bedform dynamics.261
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3.1. River mask extraction262
PyRIS extracts of the channel network by a pixel-based thresholding which263
combines the following image derived data layers/bands:264
1. NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index);265
2. MNDWI (Modified Normalized Difference Water Index);266
3. SWIR (Short Wave InfraRed Band).267
By combining indexes 1–3 PyRIS automatically delineates the river body268
by considering water and sediment, and it enforces river boundaries delineation269
by excluding vegetated pixels. Specifically, the exclusion of vegetated pixels270
from the river body is performed through an approach similar to that pro-271
posed by Subramaniam et al. (2011), relying on the NDVI (Carlson & Riziley,272
1997), which assigns a brightness value to each pixel proportionally to its veg-273
etation percentage. Water pixels are included by computing pixel values of the274
MNDWI index (Xu, 2006), which computes a brightness value depending on275
the percentage of water in the pixel (Xu, 2005; Subramaniam et al., 2011; Lu276
et al., 2011; Feyisa et al., 2014). On the other hand, natural rivers usually277
display a component of emerging sediments that belong to the morphologically278
active channel, and as such are submerged under bankfull conditions. For sed-279
iment bars to be included in the river body we employ the SWIRband (band280
7 in OLI, TIRS and TM Landsat missions), as recommended by the USGS281
(https://www2.usgs.gov/faq/node/3859) in order to detect mineral deposits.282
Each of the data layer undergoes a thresholding procedure in order to obtain283
three different masks. The thresholding is performed through the Otsu thresh-284
olding method (Otsu, 1979), which computes the brightness histogram of the285
classifier and defines a threshold value by assuming that two classes only exist286
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and by maximizing their interclass variance. The thresholding procedure is ap-287
plied to the NDVI and MNDWI classifiers, while the SWIR band is normalized288
(floating point values between -1 and +1) and then thresholded to the value 0.289
Such a procedure on the SWIR band was necessary as the area covered by the290
emerging sediment is typically small, hence the histogram frequencies would even-291
tually be too low for class recognition in the Otsu thresholding method. Once292
each of the classifiers as been thresholded, we obtain three binary masks, which293
consist of binary images denoting whether the classifier value is above or below294
the given threshold, hereafter identified by white and black respectively. Figure 3295
illustrates the three classifiers associated with their specific masks.296
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f )
Figure 3: Application of 3 classifiers to a reach of the Xingu River (Brazil) and thresholding (the
panels show a zoom of a larger mask). (a) NDVI index. (b) MNDWI index. (c) SWIR band.
(d) Thresholding of the NDVI index. (e) Thresholding of the MNDWI index. (f ) Thresholding
of the SWIR band.
PyRIS computes the river mask by means of well established binary morpho-297
logical operations involving the three masks, such as dilation, erosion, opening,298
closing (Haralick et al., 1987; Serra, 1986, 1982). First, the MNDWI mask is299
dilated through a structuring element scaled by a fraction of a user estimated300
magnitude of the average river width. An intermediate mask is then created by301
applying a binary and operator (intersection set) to the NDVI and the dilated302
MNDWI masks (i.e., the intermediate mask corresponds to the product of the303
two masks). A binary or operation (union set) between such intermediate mask304
and the segmented SWIR mask allows us to account for emerging sediment bars305
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in the final mask (i.e., the sediment mask complements the intermediate one).306
Binary noise due to either tributaries, clouds, small water bodies such as oxbow307
lakes and humidity is removed through a binary filter combining binary opening308
operations and iterative removal of small objects (Figure 4). Large water bodies309
and objects that do not belong to the river reach can be excluded by the user:310
upon the user request, PyRIS opens a window where the user manually draws311
areas that needs to be excluded from the analysis; this operation is done once for312
all the multitemporal dataset. Afterwards, the binary filter that we implemented313
in PyRIS allows to remove the remaining isolated objects left in the water mask,314
thus only maintaining the noise connected to the channel mask (Figure 4), which315
is removed by the pruning and axis extraction algorithms.316
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Binary mask of the Xingu River as obtained by merging the three individual masks
reported in figure 3 (zoom of a larger mask). (a) Before binary noise removal. (b) After binary
noise removal.
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3.2. Planform extraction: centerline coordinates, curvature and channel width317
Common algorithms for the extraction of the channel centerline from a binary318
mask are specifically designed for a very trivial scenario, i.e. when the mask holds,319
from a mathematical point of view, a simply connected set of pixels (Fisher et al.,320
2013; Pavelsky & Smith, 2008; Rowland et al., 2016). A recently developed321
approach by Schwenk et al. (2016) enables the extraction of the centerline in322
the multibranching scenario by computing the shortest flow path. However, the323
shortest path does not generally represent the main flow path, since the latter324
may avulse over longer branches. As an example, chute channels are shorter325
than the main channel, but they usually carry a smaller amount of discharge;326
they can eventually grow in size after significant floods and become the main327
channel leading to chute cutoffs, but such a complex process cannot be captured328
by a planform extractor that selects the shortest path. The centerline extraction329
typically proceeds through a skeletonisation algorithm (e.g. Zhang & Suen 1984)330
followed by a pruning of the skeleton (e.g. Bai et al. 2007; Choi et al. 2003)331
which allows to remove spur noise. Hence, when a mask contains holes denoting332
either a bifurcation, a chute channel or an anabranching structure, one would333
be interested in extracting the path of the main channel, i.e. the path with the334
larger average channel width. With an algorithm specifically designed for this335
latter scenario one would also automatically be able to filter out residual branches336
whereby binary noise due to tributaries and oxbows occurs.337
In PyRIS we applied a skeletonization procedure followed by a pruning al-338
gorithm. Skeletonization is applied simultaneously with the computation of the339
distance transform of the river mask, whereby each pixel of the channel mask340
is given the value of its distance from the nearest non-river pixel. The channel341
width is approximated as twice the value of the distance transform computed342
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along the channel centerline. Such a pruning algorithm allows for removing the343
remaining spur noise connected to the channel skeleton (Figure 5). Some of the344
noise may eventually remain and it will definitely be cleaned later by the cen-345
terline vectorisation, which will run over the noisy branches and properly mark346
them as noise. Therefore, the only aim of the pruning algorithm here is to reduce347
the computational effort of the centerline vectorisation.348
(a) (b)
Figure 5: Distance transform (white-to-blue colormap) and skeletonization (red line) on the
Xingu River mask presented in Figure 4b (zoom of a larger mask); (a) Before pruning, with
spur noise (50 iterations). (b) After pruning, spur noise removed (50 iterations).
In order to extract the centerline, the skeleton of the river mask must be349
vectorized. In other words, its points must be read as coordinate pairs (x, y) in350
upstream-to-downstream order. Vectorizing the centerline is a trivial operation351
when the skeleton consists of a unique branch, i.e. it does not bifurcate and spurs352
are removed, (e.g. Dey & Bhattacharya 2013; Fisher et al. 2013; Pavelsky & Smith353
2008; Rowland et al. 2016). Such operation requires to read the centerline points354
neighbor-after-neighbor starting from the inlet point straight down to the outlet.355
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A more sophisticated procedure must be adopted in the case in which bifur-356
cations, chute and secondary channels or residual spurs are present. The latter357
is the case of many natural river systems, and especially of the world’s largest358
rivers, which tend to develop anabranching patterns in their lowland courses, for359
which a correct and robust identification of main channel is required. In PyRIS360
we implemented a centerline vectorisation algorithm which is automatically able361
to distinguish the main channel from secondary ones by means of a recursive362
procedure which analyses all the possible paths the flow could take: at each bi-363
furcation of the centerline, the PyRIS algorithm checks the downstream path of364
all the branches and selects objectively the one representing the main channel365
through the algorithm described below. It is important to note that this proce-366
dure also allows for removing automatically from the planform all the spur noise367
left from the pruning algorithms. In fact, in most software applications the prun-368
ing algorithm must be iteratively run from the user until convergence is reached369
because the number of iterations required is not known a priori.370
The work-flow of the centerline vectorisation algorithm of PyRIS can be371
summarized as follows:372
1. automatically locate initial point of the centerline;373
2. save current point into a coordinate list;374
3. move to neighboring point and remove current point from skeleton;375
4. iterate steps (2)-(3) until either one of the following conditions is matched:376
(a) no neighbors are found;377
(b) more than one neighbor are found;378
5. if (4a) is matched, then the end of the branch is found and returned;379
6. if (4b), then start from each of the neighboring points and run recursively380
through steps (2-7)381
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7. append to the coordinate list the main channel branch through a selection382
procedure.383
Every time a bifurcation is encountered, the main channel path is selected384
by analyzing the downstream branches: of such branches, the average widest385
path in terms of channel width is selected, except in some specific cases (when386
a branch connected to the whole downstream reach is shorter than 75% of the387
other one connected to the whole downstream reach, it is discarded, because it388
would represent either a cutoff residual or a spur branch). PyRIS implements389
other possibilities for the definition of the main channel, namely the selection of390
the widest/narrowest branch and of the longest/shortest one.391
Once the centerline coordinates are vectorized, i.e. two arrays containing x392
and y values in terms of pixel positions are computed, they are georeferenced393
through the geographical transform metadata included in the remotely sensed394
data when available. The geographical reference allows for representation of395
the centerline properties in proper geographical coordinates and superposition396
of multiple planform shapes from different time periods. Once the centerline397
points are computed, a Parametric Cubic Spline (PCS) interpolation is per-398
formed (Güneralp & Rhoads, 2007), where a smoothing factor is eventually ap-399
plied in order to avoid aliasing effects and the resulting high frequency noise400
when computing the channel curvature. The value of the smoothing factor is the401
midpoint of the range suggested by the Python library.402
Centerline arc-length si, inflection angle θi(si) and curvature Ci(si) for each
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coordinate pair (xi, yi) are readily computed, respectively, as
si =
√











together with local values of channel width. The latter is approximated by the403
values of the distance transform of the river mask computed at the centerline404
points.405
3.3. Local migration vectors and individual bend separation406
We implemented a centerline migration algorithm that is able to compute the407
local vectors (magnitudes and directions) of the migration of the river planform408
centerline. The zero crossings of the centerline curvature spatial distribution are409
denoted as inflection points separating individual meander bends, which are in410




Figure 6: Sketch for bend separation in PyRIS. (a) Synthetic planform centerline. (b) Curvature
distribution along the centerline. The s coordinate denotes the downstream coordinate of the
channel axis (equation 1a), C is the local intrinsic curvature of the centerline (equation 1c). The
dots correspond to the inflection points (zero-crossings of the centerline curvature distribution)
separating individual meander bends. The numbers represent the indexes of the corresponding
meander bend (downstream with respect to the inflections).
If the user does not require the application of the smoothing procedure to the413
channel centerline during the planform extraction (see previous section), PyRIS414
enables for the filtering of the high frequency noise of the intrinsic curvature415
distribution of the planform centerline by computing a smoothed PCS. This is416
particularly relevant for bend separation because high-frequency noise creates a417
large number of nonphysical inflection points on the channel axis. The inverse418
transform allows the exclusion of the high frequency noise from the channel curva-419
ture by comparing its scales of oscillations with those of the dominant frequencies420
in the curvature signal, which are orders of magnitude longer. Once the curva-421
ture is filtered, the remaining inflection points can be isolated and correlated422
through time when performing multi-temporal analysis as proposed by Schwenk423
& Foufoula-Georgiou (2016).424
We computed the local migration vectors following a bend scale approach.425
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For each individual meander bend of the planform at some time frame, a PCS426
interpolation is made for the configuration of the same bend in the next time427
frame, in order to have a biunivocal point-to-point correlation, i.e. the center-428
lines are resampled to have the same number of points. Then each centerline429
point migrates into the correspondent point (having the same rank) in the bend430
centerline at the next time frame. Migration vectors are determined as the spatial431
segments connecting each pair of correlated points. Finally, we set thresholds on432
the temporal variation of individual bend metrics (sinuosity and length) in order433
to capture bend cutoffs, for which the migration vectors are not computed. Bend434
length is defined as the portion of centerline arc-length between two inflections;435
bend sinuosity is the bend length divided by the Cartesian length between the two436
inflections; when a bend undergoes cutoff, i.e. it cuts itself out, its sinuosity and437





Figure 7: Local migration rates for a reach of the meandering Prut River (border between
Romania and Moldova, Bisht et al. in progress) between 1915 and 1960. Centerlines have
been extracted by river masks digitized from historical maps with 1m resolution (Bisht et al.,
in progress). (a) Local migration rates of the centerline reported in figure (b) reprojected in
the local downvalley and crossvalley direction. Vertical lines indicate inflection points. (b)
Migration vectors plotted as arrows (gray) between the two planforms. Thick dots on the
planform centerlines represent the inflection points. (c) Identification of a large cutoff on another
reach of the Prut River. PyRIS automatically recognized that no migration rates have to be
computed for the bends that have been cut off.
The x and y components of the local centerline migration vectors can be re-440
projected on different directions, such as downvalley and crossvalley (Figure 7).441
Note that the massive downward shift in the first few bends of the Prut River442
(Figure 7b) is correctly represented by the downvalley migration blue curve in Fig-443
ure 7a, whereas nearly no crossvalley migration is observed (red line). Local444
downvalley and crossvalley directions are defined for each individual bend. The445
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local downvalley direction is defined as the direction corresponding of the straight446
line joining the inflection points of the bend, while the local crossvalley direction447
is the one orthogonal to the downvalley one and points towards the bend apex.448
3.4. Sediment bar dynamics449
A specific feature of PyRIS compared to existing software is an automated450
procedure that allows for systematic and quantitative analysis of the dynamics of451
sediment bars in meandering, single-thread rivers by using multispectral remotely452
sensed data. PyRIS extracts properties of bare sediment surfaces viewed as bars453
regardless of their morphodynamics properties. The extracted properties allow454
the user to distinguish between sediment bars that migrate along the channel and455
the point bars, which tend to remain fixed with respect to the channel planform.456
The analysis of longitudinal and lateral movement of steady and migrating457
channel bars in evolving meander bends is conveniently performed with reference458
to a dimensionless, intrinsic coordinate reference system (s,n). The (s,n) system459
of coordinates (Merwade et al., 2005; Legleiter & Kyriakidis, 2006; Luchi et al.,460
2011; Smith & Mclean, 1984) is locally aligned with the curvilinear arc-length461
of the channel centerline, normalized by the averaged channel half-width (s) and462
the direction orthogonal to the channel axis, normalized by the local channel463
half-width (n), respectively. The coordinate s ranges from 0 (first point of the464
planform) to the length of the examined reach, divided by the average channel465
half-width. Coordinate n ranges between −1 for the right bank and +1 for the466
left bank; n = 0 represents the transverse position of the channel centerline.467
The coordinate transformation from a Cartesian (x, y) system to the orthogo-468
nal curvilinear (s, n) system results into a straightened equiwidth representation469
of a meandering channel, on which we reproject the SWIR band values. PyRIS470
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then identifies the sediment bars at each time frame through a thresholding pro-471
cedure (analogous to the one performed to compute the sediment mask described472
earlier) on the reprojected SWIR data of the image. This procedure automat-473
ically identifies the regions occupied by individual bare sediment bars in each474
image frame. Each bar is uniquely labeled by assigning it a Bar Index, which475
is a unique integer number ranging from 1 (upstream) to the total number of476
bars (downstream), whereas the value 0 is assigned to channel regions in which477
no bare sediment appears. PyRIS computes the bar areas and bar centroids for478
each time frame.479
Figure 8: Automated bars detection, labeling and reprojection example from a reach of the Xingu
River. (a) Landsat false color composite based on LT52250681984207CUB01 B(5,4,3).TIF im-
age layers. (b) River mask and bar index over-imposed on the same false color composite. (c)
River mask with labeled bars reprojected on the intrinsic reference system (above) and colorbar
(below).
To analyze the temporal evolution of individual bars, each bar has to be480
tracked through different time frames. Such tracking is computed by a bend-481
scale selection based on thresholds on intrinsic and Cartesian distances. In other482
words, we identify sediment bars for each individual meander bend in a given time483
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frame and find its representation in the following time frame. The position of484
each bar is normalized by its position relative to the bend apex of an equivalent485
sine-generated curve, i.e. to the midpoint of the arc-length of the bend, and486
by the length of the entire bend, in order to filter out the effect of temporal487
bend elongation on the movement of the bar centroids (see figure 9). The bar488
migration rate of an individual bar is computed as the distance between the489
normalized positions of the centroids in subsequent time frames divided by the490
time window.491
Figure 9: Sketch for the normalization of bar position in meander bends. (a) Original meander
bend (the “x” marker represents the bar centroid). (b) Reprojection on the equivalent sine-







Figure 10: Correlation between river bars and their rates of downstream migration in PyRIS for
the Xingu river. (a) Bar migration in georeferenced spatial coordinates (x, y). (b) Bar migration
in the reprojected intrinsic reference system (s, n).
Each bar centroid is associated with an (x,y) coordinate pair and a corre-492
sponding (s,n) coordinate pair. PyRIS tracks each sediment bar within a river493
channel through time and computes the rates of its downstream migration vc by494
differentiating in time the s coordinate of their centroids, with respect to the time495





where the pedix c indicates that values are referred to bar centroids. In addition,497
the wavelength L of each bar is computed by computing the spatial difference498
between the s coordinates of two subsequent bar centroids along the same bank499
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from the same time frame500
L = sci+1 − sci, (3)
where the sub-pedix i indicates the index of bars that are numbered from up-501
stream to downstream.502
Finally, the streamwise coordinate for each individual meander bend is rescaled503
into the normalized bend arclength s̃ spanning between s̃ = −1 (upstream in-504
flection point) and s̃ = 1 (downstream inflection point). The position of the505
bar centroid is reprojected at different time frames on the normalized arc-length506
s̃. In such a case, the point s̃ = 0 represents the bend apex of an equivalent507
sine-generated bend. Figure 11 represents the position of a point bar in an evolv-508
ing meander bend in the two reference systems, during few years of planform509










Figure 11: Temporal evolution of a point bar on an individual meander bend of the Ucayali River
(Perù). (a) Point bar in the bend-scale normalized intrinsic reference system (s̃, n). (b) Point
bar on the geospatial reference system (x, y) superimposed on the Landsat real color composite
based on LT05 L1TP 007065 20060901 20161119 01 T1 B(5,4,3).TIF image layers.
Figure 11b illustrates the position of the point bar in the geospatial reference511
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system, showing the intrinsic complexity of analysis of bar evolution when a512
meander bend is rapidly changing. On the contrary, in the intrinsic normalized513
reference system of panel 11a, the bar position with respect to the bend apex514
of an equivalent sine-generated bend highlights the evolutionary dynamics of the515
point bar independently from the temporal deformation of the meander bend.516
4. Results: application of PyRIS517
We illustrate several possible applications of PyRIS to show its potential in518
the investigation of the dynamics of the planform and large-scale bedforms (bars)519
of large meandering rivers in the Amazon basin. The focus of these applications520
is on the potential of the centerline extraction algorithm, on the sediment bar521
tracking method, and on the channel migration algorithm, which is tested against522
migration rates predicted by an analytical model of meander migration. We523
finally applied the migration algorithm to quantify the modes of migration of524
individual meander bends in a large meandering river undergoing a massive cutoff.525
4.1. Planform extraction526
PyRIS is able to automatically detect the main flow path in multi-thread527
reaches, like in the case of meandering rivers with chute channels and of anabranch-528
ing systems. Figure 12 illustrates the results obtained by applying the sequence529
of algorithms presented in section 3.2 to morphological configurations in which530
abrupt diffluences from the main flow direction occur (the default main chan-531
nel selection method is employed). Figure 12a shows the extraction of the main532
channel (red line) from large anabranching structures in the Amazon River. Fig-533
ure 12b and 12c highlight the ability of PyRIS to capture chute cutoffs and abrupt534
main channel changes at bifurcations: in Figure 12b a bifurcation is evolving over535
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time and at some point the main channel switches from one branch to the other.536
Conversely, neck cutoffs (12c) are trivial to capture because only one channel is537
commonly active at each time provided the flow stage is not too high.538
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 12: Multitemporal extraction of planform centerlines for an anabranching
river, plotted over Landsat false color composites. (a) Main channel of a reach
of the anabranching Amazon River (Brazil, Landsat false color composite based on
LT50010622000042CUB00 B(7,4,2).TIF image layers). (b) Chute cutoff on the Ucayali River
close to the city of Pucallpa (Peruvian Amazon, Landsat false color composite based on
LT05 L1TP 007065 20050712 20161125 01 T1 B(5,4,3).TIF image layers). (c) Abrupt main
channel change at a bifurcation and multiple neck cutoffs on the Rio Beni (Bolivia, Landsat
false color composite based on LE70010692000178COA00 B(5,4,3).TIF image layers).
4.2. Individual bend separation and migration rates539
We tested the methodology that we utilized in PyRIS for computing cen-540
terline migration rates against the migration rates obtained from an analytical541
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model for meander evolution (Zolezzi & Seminara, 2001; Seminara et al., 2001).542
For the testing, we used a synthetic periodic planform, which is commonly used543
in theoretical morphodynamic models for meandering rivers, because of its ca-544
pacity of isolation and quantification of individual physical processes occurring545
during planform evolution of meander bends. The morphodynamic model we546
used assumes that every centerline point migrates outwards orthogonally to the547
local tangent of the centerline. Since the migration magnitude depends on the548
curvature distribution, each point has a different net migration rate, leading to549
a net non-orthogonal migration between large timesteps (the centerline is not550
resampled at each time step). Therefore, we calculate the migration of individ-551
ual points of the centerline between the initial and the final configurations and552





Figure 13: Validation of the proposed methodology for the local centerline migration rates
against the morphodynamic model of Seminara et al. (2001). (a) Local migration vectors ac-
cording to the model (above) and those computed by PyRIS (below). (b) Downvalley and
crossvalley migration rates computed by PyRIS (continuous line) and by the morphodynamic
model (dashed line); values (above) and relative errors (below).
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Figure 13b illustrates that PyRIS tends to underestimate the crossvalley555
migration rates (blue line), which, in this case, coincide with the migration rates556
in the y direction of Figure 13a. The local relative error in the lower panel557
of Figure 13b is computed as the difference between the local migration rate558
computed by PyRIS and that predicted by the morphodynamic model, divided559
by half the range of values. The error tends to be reduced when moving close to560
the inflection points and the bend apex. Conversely, the downvalley migration561
rates (here coinciding with the migration rates in the x direction) tend to be partly562
overestimated. The normalized root mean square errors (NRMSE) between the563
model-predicted migration rates and those computed by PyRIS are 0.106 and564
0.050 for the downvalley and the crossvalley migration rates, respectively.565
Figure 14 illustrates the application of PyRIS to calculate the migration rates566
of the Ucayali River after a massive cutoff (Abizaid, 2010). Remarkably, PyRIS567
is able automatically exclude the city of Pucallpa during the segmentation pro-568
cess, without need for manual cleaning before the mask extraction (e.g. Schwenk569
et al. 2016). In Figure 14a the channel centerlines close to the cutoff location570
are reported for several years, while panel 14b shows the values of local crossval-571
ley and downvalley migration rates averaged over every individual bend of the572
planform between 1998 and 1999.573
The implications of such a large cutoff on channel migration were discussed574
by Schwenk & Foufoula-Georgiou (2015), Schwenk et al. (2016) and Schwenk &575
Foufoula-Georgiou (2016), who used the ratio between migration areas and cen-576
terline lengths to quantify migration rates. This allowed the observation of the577
cutoff affecting the reach-scale planform dynamics through waves of increasing578
migration rates propagating both upstream and downstream. By computing the579
local migration magnitudes and directions through PyRIS it is possible to enforce580
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and further expand such findings by separately quantifying the modes of migra-581
tion (downvalley, crossvalley) of individual meander bends in the proximity of the582
cutoff. Figure 14 shows that the cutoff largely promotes downvalley migration,583
both upstream and downstream, over crossvalley migration; the magnitudes of584
downvalley migration upstream (smaller bend indexes) and downstream (larger585
bend indexes) of the cutoff are considerably larger compared to those of crossval-586




Figure 14: Assessment of downvalley and crossvalley migration rates after a massive cut-
off on the Ucayali River (Perù) between 1998 and 1999. (a) Planform development
highlighting the massive cutoff occurred in 1997 (Landsat false color composite based on
LT05 L1TP 007065 20050712 20161125 01 T1 B(5,4,3).TIF image layers). (b) Bend-averaged
local migration rates in the local downvalley and crossvalley directions.
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4.3. Sediment bar dynamics588
PyRIS is able to perform multitemporal analysis of sediment bar dynamics in589
single-thread rivers. An example of such feature is reported in Figure 15, which590
shows the spatial distribution of the local river bar migration rates in a reach591
of the Xingu River (Brazil) computed over 28 Landsat image frames between592
1984 and 2011. The bar migration rates were initially computed as centroid-593
based discrete values, then they were interpolated over all the river pixels. The594
map shows the spatial distribution of local bar migration rates over more than595
twenty years, quantifying areas where the migration dynamics of bars within the596
channel are accelerated (red areas) or inhibited (yellow areas). The results here597
show that sediment bars along the Xingu reach tend to decelerate close to bend598
apexes, while moving much faster in quasi-straight reaches: a rate of movement599
of 0 means that either no bars are observed during the time period or steady bars600
only are observed. In the latter case, steady bars take the place of migrating bars601
close to bend apexes where the curvature is higher. This finding is consistent602
with theoretical models (see e.g. Tubino & Seminara 1990).603
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(a)
Figure 15: Spatially distributed local bar migration rates along a reach of the Xingu River
(Brazil). The right panel shows the contour lines of bare sediment bars in years 1984, 1987,
1990, 1993 with colors ranging from blue to red as extracted by PyRIS. The left panel shows
the spatially interpolated, temporally averaged rate of migration of bars along the channel in
average channel width per year between 1984 and 2011 with colorbar.
5. Discussion604
This work introduces PyRIS, a fully automated, process-based extractor of605
river morphodynamics from remotely sensed multispectral images. Though ini-606
tially designed for multitemporal analysis of river meander morphodynamics,607
PyRIS also includes properties that can be useful for broader applications in the608
analysis of other river channel patterns, such as anabranching channels. In this609
section we discuss the main strengths, limitations and novel features of PyRIS in610
relation to its three main components (planform extraction, bend-scale analysis611
and local migration, sediment bar dynamics) described in section 3. The key612
foreseen steps for future work are finally summarized.613
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5.1. Planform extraction614
The mask extraction procedure has been applied to several meandering and615
anabranching river planforms, and each of them allowed extensive subsequent616
analysis of centerline development, migration rates and bar dynamics. The617
present manuscript focuses on selected applications on the Xingu River and618
reports extracted centerlines on the Ucayali, Beni, Xingu and Amazon rivers.619
The PyRIS mask extraction algorithm represents the first step in trying to620
fully automate the mask and planform extraction process, which is still per-621
formed through time-consuming procedures, either manual or computer-aided622
(e.g. Güneralp et al. 2013). Moreover, our approach enables for multitempo-623
ral analysis without requiring for atmospheric correction of Landsat data (Song624
et al., 2001).625
The applicability of such a procedure is partially restricted by the surrounding626
landcover. The mask extraction is based on vegetation, water and sediment627
indexes, reflecting its initial design for natural meandering rivers. However, in628
most cases PyRIS is able to compute river masks from agricultural and partially629
urbanized areas as well; in such cases a cross-check on the results is recommended.630
PyRIS also allows to compute the river masks externally and to extract the river631
planforms starting from river masks. It must be noted that, by accepting river632
masks as input, PyRIS can potentially be applied to any kind of multitemporal633
spatial data, including aerial and UAV-captured data.634
The results should be evaluated by the user because the segmentation proce-635
dure can be prone to errors, as pixels at river boundaries may be misclassified636
if they contain a mixture of water, vegetation and sediment. Errors in the river637
mask segmentation obviously affect the calculation of centerline migration and638
sediment bar dynamics. Apart from geolocation errors and cloud coverage, a mas-639
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sive presence of urban areas around river bodies could lead to errors in classifica-640
tion. To partially cope with such issue, PyRIS allows the removal of potentially641
misclassified areas such as cities or water bodies before the run through a brief642
user interaction (areas are selected interactively). However, in our experience643
PyRIS is able to correctly extract river planforms in potentially urbanized areas:644
in the application to the Ucayali River (Figures 12 and 14), PyRIS was able to645
automatically classify the city of Pucallpa closely located to the river channel in646
a proper manner.647
One important innovative feature of PyRIS is the recursive centerline ex-648
traction method, which builds the correct main channel path even in the case649
of complex morphological patterns. Related existing software (e.g. Fisher et al.650
2013; Merwade 2007; Pavelsky & Smith 2008; Rowland et al. 2016; Schwenk &651
Foufoula-Georgiou 2015) instead require the main channel branch to be a-priori652
defined by the user. A similar approach, able to deal with multiple branches,653
was recently developed by Schwenk et al. (2016), but it can only account for the654
length of the branches and not for their width, leading to the extraction of the655
shortest path, which does not necessarily coincide with the main channel path:656
in fact, complex processes such as chutes and avulsions are very common in nat-657
ural meandering rivers and most of the times the secondary channel is shorter658
than the main channel and carries a limited amount of discharge until it gets659
flooded and eventually becomes the main channel. By assuming that the largest660
branch coincides with the main channel PyRIS implements an improved treat-661
ment of multibranching channels compared to existing softwares. Although the662
widest channel may not represent the main channel in every single case (e.g., the663
widest channel could be a cutoff residual still connected to the river), most of664
the times this assumption holds true. To overcome such potential issue, PyRIS665
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cross-checks that the length of the selected main branch is not shorter than 75%666
of the second one. The selection of the widest path is based on the average values667
of the distance transform on the branches, which is known to fail on short reaches668
due to boundary effects; however, the distance transform here is computed on the669
whole mask, hence no boundary effects occur; in fact, based on our experience,670
the average widest branch is correctly selected for all the case studies.671
Finally, the specific way PyRIS extracts multitemporal river planforms en-672
ables for capturing in an automated fashion discontinuous deviations from a main673
channel, i.e. when bifurcations, chute channels and cutoffs or anabranches oc-674
cur, an operation that could not be perfomed automatically by existing related675
software.676
5.2. Individual bend separation and local migration vectors677
The PyRIS approach for computing the local channel migration vectors (mag-678
nitude and direction) enables to investigate meander morphodynamics with un-679
precedented level of detail and ensuring a high level of comparability between680
remotely sensed observations and river meandering morphodynamic models. The681
migration algorithm involves the separation and correlation of individual mean-682
der bends during time, allowing a straightforward comparison with the outcomes683
of river morphodynamic theories and models, which often reproduce the temporal684
development of individual meander bends taken as average representatives within685
a larger reach. The core advantage is the ability to correctly process migration686
rates in meander bends with dominantly downvalley mode of migration, over-687
coming previous limitations found in existing algorithms, which cannot correctly688
compute migration rates close to the bend apexes (e.g. Aalto et al. 2008; Lauer &689
Parker 2008). Moreover, whereas other existing software applications with simi-690
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lar goals can compute either an average value for a river reach (e.g. Constantine691
et al. 2014; Constantine 2006) or a local magnitude (Peixoto et al., 2009; Rowland692
et al., 2016; Schwenk et al., 2016) PyRIS provides a continuous representation693
of the migration vectors on the entire channel centerline. By reprojecting the694
migration vectors over the downvalley and crossvalley directions, PyRIS allows695
definition of the styles of migration of individual meander bends and of entire696
river reaches (PyRIS does not provide a definition for those, but they could be697
readily developed based on the PyRIS’s framework). We illustrated one applica-698
tion of such reprojection together with the individual bend separation by defining699
the bend-scale styles of migration in the large meandering Ucayali River follow-700
ing a well-known massive cutoff (Abizaid, 2010; Schwenk et al., 2016; Schwenk701
& Foufoula-Georgiou, 2015). The robustness of the algorithm is supported by702
the quantification of deviations between the expected local centerline migration703
rates and those predicted by an analytical periodic model for meander planform704
evolution. Such deviations show an oscillating relative error which has a maxi-705
mum NRMSE of O(10%) for both downvalley and crossvalley migration rates of706
bend apexes and tends to vanish near meander inflections. Sources of errors on707
the calculation of migration rates are mostly related to the uncertainties in river708
mask extraction discussed in the previous subsection: in particular, geolocation709
errors may add a constant noise in terms of magnitude and direction.710
5.3. Sediment bar dynamics711
A completely novel feature of PyRIS is the methodology able to automatically712
investigate the dynamics of sediment bars along evolving meandering rivers, which713
potentially can be extended to a wider range of river channel patterns. Up714
to now, studies on the multitemporal dynamics of river bars have been limited715
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because of the constraints associated with the manual digitization of channel bars716
(e.g. Adami et al. 2016; Latrubesse et al. 2009). PyRIS allows to overcome such717
limitation and to automatically compute the spatial and temporal distributions718
of sediment bar migration rate, spatial occurrence and size. We applied the bar719
dynamics analysis for quantifying the distribution of large scale mobility of the720
channel bed along a river reach.721
The requirements for the applicability of PyRIS to the computation of bar722
dynamics are represented by the availability of multi-spectral images within a723
range of flow stages allowing sediment bars to emerge from the water surface by724
a sufficient amount (i.e. area larger than the pixel resolution). Such conditions725
depend on both the flow conditions during remote sensing data acquisition and726
the resolution of the sensor. Flow stage changes may also change the position of727
the bar centroid with respect to its planimetric shape: this should be take into728
account by PyRIS users since it may drive to a small but persistent noise in bar729
migrations rates. Moreover, whereas central bars may be vegetated and therefore730
treated as islands by PyRIS, bank-attached bars that are completely covered by731
vegetation are not included in the river mask.732
Finally, the issues related to the mask extraction, especially those related733
to data geolocation errors, may introduce errors to the results in terms of bar734
migration; once again, it is fundamentally important to check the data before735
running the script.736
5.4. Future work737
Future developments of the PyRIS software will focus on extending its present738
compatibility with Landsat data to other sensors that can provide appropriate739
river planform data. The choice of Landsat as the main data source for the analy-740
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sis performed in this study is because of its long-term availability. Mutlitemporal741
analysis of rivers, such as planform changes and sediment bar dynamics, neces-742
sitate to capture these dynamics, which can take multiple years to decades. In743
this context, Landsat provides the necessary temporal extent. One of the main744
limitations posed by Landsat data is their low spatial resolution, restricting the745
range of applicability of PyRIS to large rivers. As finer sensors that allow an746
increase of spatial resolution started to become available in recent years, e.g. the747
Sentinel missions, 10m per pixel, a compatibility with such datasets is planned748
to be implemented in PyRIS in the near future, to increase the range of river749
sizes at which the PyRIS software can be meaningfully applied.750
6. Conclusion751
Meandering rivers are one of the most widely studied earth surface systems,752
although knowledge on their dynamics is still limited. The scientific community753
is still lacking automated software that is able to extensively extract morphody-754
namic features from multitemporal remotely sensed data. To address this issue755
we introduced the process-based software PyRIS (Python–RIvers from Satellite)756
and illustrated its ability of extracting extensive information on the morphody-757
namics of meandering rivers with unprecedented automation levels.758
PyRIS provides three main computations: (i) channel centerline extraction759
from either multispectral remotely sensed data or binary masks through a re-760
cursive algorithm able to capture the main channel at the occurrence of channel761
bifurcations, secondary channel and anabranching, (ii) the computation of local762
channel centerline migration rates and directions through a bend-scale approach,763
which provides a significant improvement to the state of the art through the764
ability of computing such rates in an proper manner even when the migration765
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rates is dominantly downvalley, and (iii) analysis of sediment bars dynamics by766
quantifying the local rates of change of the channel bed in evolving meander767
bends.768
Our methodology for the local migration rates of the channel centerline com-769
pares well with analytical model outcomes, and normalized root mean square770
errors between PyRIS and model are quantified in the order of 10%. To our771
knowledge, our software provides the first successful attempt to quantify local772
sediment bar dynamics in evolving meandering rivers. We reckon that PyRIS773
can provide a significant improvement to the state of the art understanding of774
meander river morphodynamics, which can benefit researchers in river morpho-775
dynamics by allowing them to extract extensive information from multispectral776
remotely sensed data in a simple and fully-automated manner. Also in view of777
its potential of being applied to any kind of multitemporal spatial data (includ-778
ing aerial and UAV-captured data), PyRIS may have broader potential in river779
monitoring and management purposes, as for monitoring river discharge (Bjerklie780
et al., 2003) and as part of approaches for estimating sediment budgets from de-781
tected changes in river morphology (Fuller et al., 2003). Finally, though PyRIS782
has been specifically designed for the analysis of meandering or anabranching783
river patterns and morphodynamics, some of its algorithms (such as the one for784
the main channel detection) have the potential for broader applications, possibly785
including hemodynamics and remote navigation.786
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8. Software availability and use794
8.1. Availability795
PyRIS is freely available for download on GitHub2. PyRIS is written in the796






The PyRIS source code is less than 1MB in size. It runs on any Linux distribution803
(freely available on the internet). However, Ubuntu is recommended. Windows804
and Mac users may consider the use of a virtual machine (VirtualBox–https:805
//www.virtualbox.org/–is recommended and it is free). Landsat data is freely806
available on the website http://landsat.usgs.gov/.807
8.2. User interface808
PyRIS is both a command line script and a toolbox (a collection of functions809
that can be used in scripting for Python users). The use of the script is trivial810
also for users that are not familiar with the command line. On both Linux and811
Windows distributions it can be installed as a standard Python package (setup file812
2https://github.com/fmonegaglia/pyris
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is provided). For Windows users the Anaconda command line is recommended,813
which comes with a Python-Anaconda installations (https://anaconda.org/).814
The script is run by simply calling the command pyris from the command815
line followed by arguments and options. The command pyris <configfile>816
--init creates a configuration file for the set of semotely sensed data concerning817
a single case study, which can be filled up by the user with few simple information818
(input/output paths, an order of magnitude of the channel width, the inflow819
direction). The configuration file can be edited for more fine tuning, such as820
number of maximum iterations for pruning algorithms and main channel selection821
criterion at bifurcations presented in the next sections.822
Then, with the command pyris <configfile> --select-black-mask <path823
to data> the user can manually draw areas to be ignored during the analysis,824
such as large water bodies (sea, lakes, rivers). This is not mandatory except when825
other large water bodies appear in the domin and is done only once for an entire826
multitemporal analysis, taking only one or two minutes of trivial manual work.827
The script can finally be run in fully automated mode with the command828
pyris <configfile> -S -K -A -M -B --label auto, where S is for Segmen-829
tation, K is for sKeletonization, A is for Axis extraction, M is for Migration rates830
and B is for Bars. Each option provides and operation that takes as input the831
output of the option of its left; for instance, if one is interested only in extracting832
the centerlines, she/he must also compute mask and skeleton but can leave out833
migration and bars (pyris <configfile> -S -K -A). At the end of this com-834
mand the whole set of information is stored in the output path in a number835
of text files: river masks, river skeleton and tables containing sorted centerline836
coordinates, metrics, migration rates, bend indexes and bar positions and rates837
of change. Finally, the command pyris --help provides a brief manual of all838
47
options and arguments that can be set when running PyRIS.839
PyRIS took 4:31 hours to extract planform metrics and migration vectors of840
a 240km reach of the Xingu River from 28 individual Landsat 5 and 7 scenes on841
an Intel(R) Xeon(R) running a 3.20GHz CPU.842
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